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Australian and New Zealand
context

Overview of presentation




• Australia has a federal system of government

Australian/New Zealand food regulation
Setting food standards (Food Standards Code)
Challenges for food Australian/New Zealand
food regulation
External
Systemic
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Regulatory Structure
Ministerial Council

Standing Committee

Implementation
Sub Committee
(Health, Agriculture & Others)

• Closer Economic Relations arrangements with
New Zealand
• Both countries significant importers and exporters
of food and food inputs
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 Separation of policy from standards
 Policy guidelines now developed by Ministerial
FSANZ
(12 Board members
& Staff)

Council

 Paddock to plate
 FSANZ develops, approves and varies food
standards

Stakeholder
consultation

Technical Advisory
Group

 Ministerial Council may accept, reject or review new
standard

 New Zealand, States and Territories and AQIS

(Health, Agriculture)
www.foodstandards.gov.au

– three tiers
– Constitutionally defined Federal Government
responsibilities

Food Regulatory approach

(Australian and New Zealand Health,
Agriculture & Other Ministers)

(Health, Agriculture & Other
officials)
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Food Standards in Australia and New Zealand

Food Standards Australia
New Zealand





Independent bi-national food regulator (Australia
and New Zealand)

What does FSANZ do?
Develop standards which
- Protect public health and safety by
maintaining a safe food supply
- Provide consumers with information about
food so they can make informed choices

Responsible to the Australian and New Zealand
governments and Australian State and Territory
governments

- Prevent misleading and deceptive conduct
by food businesses

Offices in Canberra (Aust) and Wellington (NZ)

www.foodstandards.gov.au
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Enforcing food standards

The process of standard setting
Application received /
Issue identified

Scoping Stage
Application / Proposal put on
Work Plan



Health authorities in Australian States and
Territories



New Zealand Food Safety Authority (NZFSA)
in New Zealand



Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service
(AQIS) – imported foods

Initial Assessment Stage
FSANZ Board or Delegate
accepts / rejects

Draft Assessment Stage

Public comment
period 1

FSANZ Board agrees / rejects

Final Assessment Stage

Public comment
period 2

FSANZ Board agrees / rejects

Ministerial Council
Requests / does not request
FSANZ to review

Amendment to the
Code Gazetted

www.foodstandards.gov.au
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Handling food safety
emergencies

© FSANZ 2004

Informing consumers



FSANZ coordinates national recall system for
unsafe food products



Respond to emerging global food safety
concerns such as BSE, chloropropanols and
acrylamide



Liaises with other Australian government
agencies, State and Territory health
authorities, retailers and manufacturers

www.foodstandards.gov.au
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Sets standards for the labelling of food
products
-

Participative process

-

Risk communication increasing in
emphasis



Use of website, hard copy communications
and targeted communications



Interacts actively with the media on food
safety matters and Code changes

www.foodstandards.gov.au
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External challenges







New foods and technologies



New threats to food safety

Systemic challenges

Narrowing the food/drug interface
Increasing globalisation of the food supply
Changes to consumer eating habits and patterns
Greater consumer demand for information
Higher expectations of safe food supply/food
security and managing risk perceptions

www.foodstandards.gov.au
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•
•
•
•

Two sovereign nations
Multijurisdictional arrangements
Incorporating primary production
Consultation
– Stakeholders
– Comprehensiveness
– Impact on decision making speed

www.foodstandards.gov.au
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Contacting FSANZ
Australia
Phone:

+61 2 6271 2222 Fax: +612 6271 2278

Email:

info@foodstandards.gov.au

Copyright
© Food Standards Australia New Zealand 2004.
This work is copyright. You may download, display, print and reproduce this
material in unaltered form only (retaining this notice) for your personal, noncommercial use or use within your organisation. Apart from any other use as
permitted under the Copyright Act 1968, all other rights are reserved. Requests
for further authorisation should be directed to info@foodstandards.gov.au

Website: www.foodstandards.gov.au
New Zealand
Phone:

+64 4 473 9942 Fax: +64 4 473 9855

Email:

info@foodstandards.govt.nz

Website: www.foodstandards.govt.nz
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Update on the Canadian Supply Chain Food Safety Coalition’s Activities

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
Update on the Coalition’s Activities
Presentation to the
Government/Industry Forum: Integrating
Food Safety Systems in Canada
Bryan Walton
18 May 2004

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
 Presentation

Outline
Background on the Coalition
Industry’s Food Safety Expectations
Activities to date
Industry Initiatives
Hot Issues

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
 Background
 Formed

in 2000
 Open to national, provincial, local industry
associations
 Represents all segments of the food chain
from input suppliers to final marketers
 40+ member organizations & growing

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
 Rationale
 Industry,

Consumers & Governments share
responsibility for food safety
 Canadian situation is characterized by a
multiplicity of standards, approaches,
regulations & costs
 A new approach to policy development
emphasizing consultation, harmonization &
transparency is required

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
Our Vision: Canada’s agriculture, fisheries and

food industry will have a world-class reputation
for producing and selling safe food.

Our Mission: To facilitate, through dialogue within

the food industry and with all levels of
government, the development and
implementation of a national, coordinated
approach to food safety to ensure credibility in
domestic and international marketplaces.

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
 Industry’s

Expectations of Industry

 Due

diligence in food safety
 Meet regulatory requirements
 Implementation of food safety programs
 Recognize “partners” food safety programs
 Recognize changed cost parameters
 Engage in collaborative initiatives not
unilateralism
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Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
 Expectations

of Governments (1)

 Balanced

food safety policies;
of sound science;
 Transparent & collaborative policy processes;
 Timely harmonization, uniform
implementation & enforcement;
 Common, single framework for official
recognition of voluntary industry food safety
programs;
 Utilization

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
 Expectations

training & clear mandates for officials;
 Adequate funding for regulatory, extension &
scientific activities;
 Expedited regulatory approvals for new
interventions & technologies;
 Support for mandatory programs when
requested by industry;
 Assistance with implementation for SME’s

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
Facilitating
1st

industry dialogue

Annual Symposium - “Setting the Food
Safety Agenda” (2001 - Ottawa)
Partnered with AAFC on Traceability
Workshop (June 2002 - Toronto)
2nd Annual Symposium - “Driving Food
Safety: Industry Advancing the Agenda”
(2002 - Ottawa)
1st Industry Workshop - “Communicating
Supply Chain Food Safety Initiatives”(2003)
Industry Consultation on proposed Canada
Health Protection Act (May 2004 – Ottawa)

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
Industry’s

Food Safety Initiatives
20+ On-Farm Food Safety Programs
covering 99% of primary agriculture &
aquaculture
≈20 Pre & Post Farm Initiatives
covering: Feed Mills, Trucking, Grain
Elevators & Railways, Food Distribution &
Storage, Fresh Produce Repacking &
Distribution, Bottled Water, Ice,
Packaging Materials, Grocery Stores,
Foodservice (volume feeding),
Restaurants


of Governments (2)

 Adequate

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
Focal point for dialogue with
Government



Meetings

with Intergovernmental
Committees
Representations to Government
1st Industry/Government Forum –
“Integrating Food Safety Systems In
Canada” (May 2004 – Ottawa)

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
 Looking

Ahead – Hot Issues (1):
Approvals – expediting new
technologies, pesticides, livestock
medications, etc
 Official Recognition – completion of on-farm
process & discussion of its extension all
voluntary industry programs
 National Codes – reviewing their status &
establishing amendment processes
 Regulatory
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Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
 Looking

Ahead – Hot Issues (2)

 Establish

with industry participation a New
Food Safety Policy Decision-Making
Mechanism (APF 22.1.4)
Actively pursue harmonization & integration
of policies and regulations
 Foster the development of industry-led food
safety infrastructure
Ensure international acceptance of the
Canadian Approach to Food Safety

Canadian Supply Chain
Food Safety Coalition
Mission: To facilitate, through dialogue
within the food industry and with all levels of
government, the development and
implementation of a national, coordinated
approach to food safety to ensure credibility
in domestic and international marketplaces.

 Our

www.foodsafetycoalition.ca
cscfsc@monachus.com
(613) 233-7175
19 Elm Street
Ottawa, Canada K1R 6M9
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Activities of the Three Federal/Provincial/Territorial Food Committees

Activities of the 3 FPT Food
Committees

FPTAFIC Activities

Government-Industry Forum:
Integrating Food Safety Systems in Canada

• Discussion document on Equivalence Approach
– Food Safety Systems and Trade
• On-Farm Food Safety Recognition Protocol
• Equivalence of P/T milk production legislation and
delivery systems
• Amending Committee for the National Meat and
Poultry Code and Regulations
• Traceability:

May 18, 2004
Presented on behalf of the FPT Agri-Food Inspection Committee
(FPTAFIC); the FPT Committee on Food Safety Policy (FPTCFSP); and the
Canadian Food Inspection System Implementation Group (CFISIG)

– Basic and Essential Criteria for Traceability Systems
– Traceability in a FPT Context: a Discussion Paper

1

FPTCFSP Activities

•
•
•
•
•
•

CFISIG Activities
•

Advises Health Canada on policies and priorities
Engaging senior health officials on food safety
issues
Revision of Canada’s Foodborne Illness Outbreak
Response Protocol (FIORP)
Risk Categorization Model in Food Retail and Food
Service Establishments
Amending Committee to the Food Retail
Foodservice Regulations and Codes
Maintains FPT Food Safety Legislation table

•
•
•

Parallel Review of Model National Meat and
Poultry Regulations and Code with federal
legislation
Draft HAACP Recognition Protocol
Code of Hygienic Practice for Commercial
Pre-Package and Non-Prepackaged Water,
approved August 2003
On-going amendments to model regulations
and codes

3

Collaborative Activities:
•
•

•

For a proposal for a Senior Intergovernmental
Committee on Food Safety and Enforcement
Officials (proposed New Governance Structure)

Response and management of the BSE
Situation
–

4

Collaborative Activities:

Input into development of the APF FSQ
Chapter
Development of the Strategic Plan
–

2

Policy linkage leading to endorsement by Health
and Agriculture
5

Response and management of the BSE Situation
•
Collaboration to enforce the regulatory
amendments under the Food and Drugs
Regulations and the Health of Animals Regulations
•
On-going discussions on:
– strengthening tracking and tracing systems
– enhancing surveillance programs
– improving disease awareness among producers,
veterinarians and the public
– developing policies on feed ban

6
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Interaction Between the FPT
Committees:
•

FPT Committees’ Collaboration
With Industry

Joint meetings of the three committees

•

– Since 2001

•

The Group of Seven (G7) Co-chairs

Industry involved with working
committees and/ or via consultations
– e.g., On-Farm Food Safety Recognition
Protocol, code development

– Serve as a single-window for senior
officials and non-governmental
organizations
– Coordinate and collaborate on cross
cutting issues

•

Discussion on joint priorities

7

8

Future Directions:
•

•

Activities of the 3 FPT Food Committees
are in-line with broader initiatives, such as:
–
–

•

Future Directions:
Strategic Plan of the proposed New
Governance Structure includes:
–
–
–

Agricultural Policy Framework (APF) Food
Safety and Quality (FSQ) Chapter
National Food Policy

Strategic Plan under the proposed New
Governance Structure
–
–

Mission: To provide a coordinated FPT approach
to advance food safety in Canada
Working Groups addressing implementation
strategies

Integrated and coordinated decision-making
Information gathering and sharing
Standardizing/ harmonizing Food Safety
outcomes
•
•

–
–
9

Securing Risk Based Resources
Creating Awareness and Support

Building Strategic Alliances
Securing Government Support
10

Conclusions/ Next Steps:
•

FPT Food Committees
– Implement the strategies of the Strategic
Plan
– Continue discussions to strengthen the
FPT Governance Structure
•
•

To enhance food safety policy development
and program coordination
To link with the senior policy level (ADMs and
above) and intra-jurisdictional mechanisms

– Contribute to broad food safety initiatives

11
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Certification Systems – Alternatives for Food Safety

Outline
• The Conformity Assessment Continuum;
• Alternatives for the assurance of food quality
and safety

Certification Systems:
Alternatives for Food Safety

– International/ISO approaches;
– Canadian official recognition.

•
•
•
•
•

Industry/Government Forum: Integrating Food Safety Systems in Canada
Canada

Don Wilson, Principal
Don Wilson & Ass ociates
2004-05-18

Similarities and Differences;
Auditors/Inspectors/Advisors
Summary of Options;
Conclusions
Supplementary Information
Don Wilson & Associates

The Conformity Assessment Continuum

Important Definitions

• Conformity Assessment programs exist for different needs;
• Programs may be tailored somewhat to meet producer and regulatory
authority needs;
• Conformity Assessment principles applied world-wide;
• HACCP Principles apply world-wide;
• Adherence to Conformity Assessment and HACCP principles benefits
both internal and external trade;

“Certification or registration is when a third
party gives written assurance that a product,
service, system, process or material conforms to
specific requirements.” (ISO definition)
“Accreditation is the procedure by which an
authoritative body gives formal recognition that a
(certification) body or person is competent to carry
out specific tasks.” (IAF definition)
Recognition: is a CFIA led process for reviewing
a national OFFS Program against specific criteria
concerning its technical soundness and
administrative effectiveness.

Continuum
1st

3rd

Party

Party Product
Certification

3rd Party QMS / EMS /
Commodity Standard
Certification/Registration

Risk Line
Minimum

Maximum

Don Wilson & Associates

Don Wilson & Associates

Relationship Matrix
Body / Organization

Function / Activity

Canadian Identity

Government

Mandate regulatory requirements
and/or recognize accreditation and
certification bodies

Federal / Provincial
/Territorial

Accreditation

Assess the competence of a
Conformity Assessment
(Certification) Body (CB)

Standards Council of
Canada

Conformity
Assessment

Assess conformity to the Food
Safety Management System

Accredited or
Recognized CB

Farm or Firm

Food Producer

Commodity Groups and
Individual Producers

Customers &
Consumers

Purchase products that conform to
specifications and standards

Downstream Buyers &
General Public

Don Wilson & Associates

Supplier Declaration of Conformity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard/Guide
Nature
Conformity
Assurance
Decision-making
Licenses
Product Marks
Surveillance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO/IEC 17050 Parts 1 & 2
1st Party Declaration of conformance
Self-assessed
Supporting documentation
Internal to Producer operation
None
None
If required by regulatory authority

Don Wilson & Associates
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Product Certification

Inspection
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard/Guide
Nature
Conformity
Assurance
Decision-making
Licenses
Product Marks
Surveillance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO/IEC 17020
Product Inspection
Examined
Inspection Report
Inspector may decide
No license
Inspected Products marked
Possibly, to support Inspection
results

Don Wilson & Associates

Management Systems
• Standard/Guide
• Nature
• Conformity
•
•
•
•
•

Assurance
Decision-making
Licenses
Product Marks
Surveillance

• ISO/IEC Guides 62 & 66 (17021)
• 3rd Party Certification /
Registration
• Assessment of Management
System
• Certification
• Assessor may not make decision
• No license
• No marks permitted
• Required to provide continued
assurance
Don Wilson & Associates

CFIA/FPT Recognition
• Currently applies to National On-Farm Programs
• Based on international guidelines for conformity
assessment and HACCP
• Involves:
– Technical review of program requirements
(industry’s generic model and program
GPP’s/CCP’s);
– Review of management system covering
maintenance of program requirements,
conformity assessment, auditor training;
– On-going assessments
Don Wilson & Associates

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard/Guide
Nature
Conformity
Assurance
Decision-making
Licenses
Product Marks
Surveillance

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ISO/IEC Guide 65
3rd Party Certification (product series)
Assessed by Certification Body (CB)
Certification
Assessor does not decide
Supplier licensed by CB
Marks Producer-applied under license
Normally carried out by CB

Note: The International Accreditation Forum (IAF) has approved the requirements of the Global Food Safety
Initiative (GSFI) program that will be incorporated into the IAF Product Certification Multi-Lateral
Arrangement (MLA). This MLA is currently under development and is expected in due course to be signed by
the Standards Council of Canada (SCC).

Don Wilson & Associates

ISO 22000 – Food Safety
Management Systems
• New standard may be available by 2006
• Food Safety focus
• Based on management system elements of ISO
9001:2000 & Codex HACCP approach
• May include option of using an industry program (e.g.
national on-farm or post farm food safety program)
instead of full HACCP
• To be developed - requirements for:
– Certification Bodies;
– Food Safety Auditors (training/qualification &
certification)
Don Wilson & Associates

CFIA/FPT Recognition Program
• Provides recognition not currently available
through international approaches
• Tailored to food safety and enterprise scale
• Requires conformity with FPT food safety
regulations
• Promotes an integrated approach along the
continuum

Don Wilson & Associates
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Similarities & Differences
• All Programs: Program documentation required on site;
• All Programs: HACCP principles apply to the extent
required by regulatory authority;
• External agencies: Involved in all programs except 1st Party;
• All Programs: All Auditors/Inspectors/Advisors require a
level of competence that lends confidence in programs;
• Supplier Declaration Option: Producer makes the decision
and self-certifies;
• Product Certification: Marks are applied to product;
• Management Systems: No marks are permitted;

Auditors / Inspectors / Advisors
• Qualification
– Core Auditor training for all, plus specific commodity
training / familiarization as defined by NPOs;
– Advisors should be qualified auditors;
• Certification (add to national and international credibility)
– Auditor certification – certification by accredited national
certification body;
– Certifier – working to NPO’s body of skills and knowledge;
– Certified Advisors – will be more credible;
• Independence
– Auditors must not audit/inspect their own clients’
operations;
– Auditors describe the “what” found but must avoid
providing “how” to fix it;
– Advisors can provide solutions.

Don Wilson & Associates

Don Wilson & Associates

Summary of Options
•
•
•
•

1). 1st Party is the minimum – no certification;
2). Product Certification intermediate degree of risk;
3). 3rd Party Product Certification next step;
4). 3rd Party Management System Certification/
Registration, the ultimate for high-risk operations;
• Certification: Scope of certification may vary; multiscopes possible;
• Independence: Essential to provide credibility in
programs;
• Auditor or Advisor: Choice of activity influenced by
need for independence.

Conclusions
• Conformity assessment principles can apply to food producers;
• Canada – a world leader with a number of certification
programs for the different risk levels, managed by the SCC;
• Certification of Producers will build confidence;
• Qualification of Food Safety Auditors a key positive move;
• Certification of Food Safety Auditors will add credibility and
wider acceptance of the Canadian ‘system’;
• Both 1st and 3rd Party certification of Producers may have a
place;
• Wider acceptance of certification due to IAF approval of GFSI
program;
• Risk-based assessments key – against criteria and procedures
acceptable to the regulatory/recognition authority;
• HACCP or HACCP-based systems provide solid foundation;
• A graduated and systematic approach – with systems evolving
over time.

Don Wilson & Associates

Don Wilson & Associates

Alternatives for Assurance of Quality and Safety of Producer Output
Output
Nature of
Operation

Conformity

Assurance

Decisionmaking

Licenses

Product
Marks

Surveillan
ce

3rd Party
QMS/EMS
Certification/
Registration

Assessed

Certification
(registration)

Assessor
does not
Decide

No
license

No marks
permitted

Required

Product
Inspection

Examined

Inspection
Report

Inspector
may
decide

No
license

Inspected
products
marked

Possibly
to support
inspection

Product
Certification

3rd Party
Certification
(of series of
products)

Assessed

Certification

Assessor
does not
decide

Supplier
is
licensed
by CB

Marks
may be
applied
under
license

Normally
necessary

Supplier
Declaration

1st Party
declaration
of
conformance

Selfassessed

Supporting
documents

Internal
to
Operation

No
license

No marks

If
required
by
regulators

Aspects
Systems
Management
Systems

Supplementary Information

Don Wilson & Associates

Inspection

Don Wilson & Associates
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Relevant Documentation
•
•
•
•

1st Party - Supplier Declaration of
Conformity;
3rd Party - Product Certification
Inspection
3rd Party – Management System
Certification/Registration

•

ISO/IEC 17050 Parts 1 & 2

•
•
•

ISO/IEC Guide 65
ISO/IEC 17020
ISO/IEC Guide 62/62 (to be
succeeded by ISO/IEC 17021: 200x)

Notes:
1. For Food Safety requirements, the HACCP Principles reflected in Codex
Alimentarius documentation apply.
2. International Standards such as ISO 9001 or ISO 14001 form the basis for 3rd
Party Management System Certification/Registration. In due course, ISO 22000
will be available as an alternative standard.
3. Standards developed by commodity groups may assume greater significance
depending upon their relationship to the principal standards and their
acceptance by the regulatory authorities.
Don Wilson & Associates
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Integrating Food Safety Systems in Canada

Introduction

Integrating
Food Safety
Systems in
Canada

The Oppenheimer Group
• Privately (employee) owned and operated
1. founded in 1858, today over 200 employees

• Represent quality produce domestically and from around
the globe
1. over 20 countries and 150 fruit and vegetable commodities

• Expected case sales in excess of 35 million cases
projected for 2004
• 12 month marketers of fresh produce with strong national
and regional focus

Advancing Collaboration on National Food Safety Standards,
Codes, and Recognition
Rob Marshall- Johns
Director Of Operations
The Oppenheimer Group
Vancouver, BC.

Enhancing Collaboration
• There is an industry need to focus on the development
and implementation of national and international Food
Safety standards
• Reality would suggest that such a programme would be
difficult given the diversity of governmental and
commercial demands

1. full distribution from East to West (Canada and USA) with over
1,300 ship to locations from coast to coast

Enhancing Collaboration
International suppliers have varying requirements for
global distribution e.g.
• Europe – Eurep GAP – plus!!

¾more focused on social and environmental
aspects
• UK – BRC – GMP’s
• Australia – SQF (Safe Quality Food) - incorporates
quality requirements which confuses the Food Safety
needs
• USA – FDA’s Guide to Minimize Microbial Hazards. In
addition to these, Third Party certifiers, retailers, food
service providers, etc. have their own individual
requirements

Oppenheimer’s Direction
Developing a Food Protection Programme for our suppliers
• Encapsulates Food Safety, Food Security, Federal
Agency requirements (e.g. US FDA’s Bioterrorism Act
requirements)
• A need to minimize the risk to the consumers, in addition
to minimizing the potential risk to Oppenheimer’s
suppliers through litigation – e.g. Green Onion situation
from Mexico.
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Oppenheimer’s Direction
Our programme will have specific “absolute” requirements in
addition to the “fluff” requirements – those that are nice to
have
1.Water testing requirements
2.Residue testing requirements
3.Worker sanitation requirements
4.Etc.

The Challenges

• Buy-in from our suppliers
• Understanding of the global implications for NOT
• Secondary governmental legislation e.g. Customs, FDA,
USDA-AMS recent new regulations
• Costs – suppliers cannot see pay-back for the costs of
implementation
• We have to sell the costs of not complying with required
standards

Auditing/Certification Issues

Process Improvements

• In the USA, we find that third party certifiers have
developed their own auditing processes
• Creates confusion with the suppliers
• Multiple audits of a facility
• Different interpretation of standards can lead to multiple
corrective actions
• Internal resource requirements
• Costs

• Is there a need for the development of clearly defined and
regulated standards and requirements?? – government or
industry imposed.
• Standardized through one agency – government certified??
• Certified auditing functions
¾ Training
¾ Recognized through one body
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Food safety – what’s all the fuss?

Advancing Collaboration on
National Food Safety
Standards, Codes and
Recognition

•
•

Global village news travels fast

•

Each major and minor crisis indicates the need
for change to food safety

•
•

Expectation to change will grow, not diminish

Consumers half a world apart react to strong
real or perceived food safety problems

Talk will be in areas re. food safety:

– Trade barriers (inspection/delivery methods) –
1989

Gwen Zellen
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food

– CFISIG – 1994
– APF discussions - 2002

Government – Industry Forum, May 18, 2004

03-048-dp

2

Internal Trade Agreement

•

Food inspection inverted pyramid projects

•

Interprovincial trade barriers

– December 1989.

Agriculture Ministers affirmed
their commitment to reduce trade barriers.

> Two bodies responsible for dealing with this:

» F/P/T AgriAgri-Food Inspection Committee (AFIC)
» F/P/T Agriculture Trade Policy Committee (ATPC)

> 1990 – 1993.
either as:

Around 30 trade barriers identified

» Technical
» Policy, e.g. Margarine Regulations
» Technical/Policy

> Majority resolved.

If there are issues re standards,
grades, contact your Provincial/Federal
Department of Agriculture as these two
committees charged with resolving interprovincial
trade barriers.
> A.I.T. Secretariat in Winnipeg.
03-048-dp

3

•

Need to keep in mind lessons learned as we design
new recognition programs (on(on-farm and postpost-farm)
Atlantic Region

•

Quebec Region

–
–

Dairy
Egg, maple, honey, processed fruit,
vegetables, animal feed

•

Ontario Region

•

MidMid-West Region

•

Alberta Region

•

B.C. Region

–
–
–
–

Dairy, meat
Dairy
Dairy, meat
Dairy

03-048-dp
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Canadian Food Inspection System (CFIS):
vision and goals

•
•

03-048-dp

•

CFIS is a federal/provincial/territorial initiative aimed at

– Integrating food inspection activities at all levels of government
government
– Harmonizing standards, inspection methods and system delivery

At the July 1993 Ministers of Agriculture meeting,
the Federal/Provincial AgriAgri-Food Inspection
Committee was given the task to develop a national
food inspection policy

•

Joint steering committee made up of federal and
provincial representatives of Agriculture and Health,
the Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans,
and one representative from the municipal level of
food inspection developed “A Blueprint for the
Canadian Food Inspection System”
System”

In July 1994, federal/provincial Ministers of Agriculture
approved a “Blueprint for a Canadian Food Inspection System”
System”
including a statement of vision and goals

– “Canada will have an integrated food inspection system which is
responsive to both consumers and industry. Its goals are:

> High quality, safe food supply
> Harmonized standards, common legislative base
> CostCost-effective inspection system
> Enhanced access to markets for Canadian food producers
> RiskRisk-based inspection system
> Protection from economic fraud”
fraud”

5

03-048-dp

•

Blueprint later endorsed by Federal Ministers of Fisheries and
Health

•

CFIS is a key project in the “Efficiency of the Federation”
Federation”
initiative

6
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CFIS: guiding principles

•
•
•

International standards and trade obligations

Industry - - primary responsibility for safety and
quality, and for providing product information
to permit informed decisions by consumers
Consumers - - right to be informed, and
responsibility to handle food properly
Government - - responsibility to

•
•
•

– Set and enforce health and safety standards

WTO, NAFTA, CUSTA – trade agreements
“Equivalency”
Equivalency” of standards and inspection
measures even if measures are different
Harmonize standards

– “National Treatment”
Treatment” change in interpretation
will encourage uniform standards

based on sound scientific risk assessments and
management principles
– Ensure product information provided by industry
is sufficient and accurate
– Provide health and safety information to
consumers
– Represent interests of Canadian consumers and
producers internationally

– PastPast-federal standards was the interinter-provincial
standard

– Now – lowest standard for a like product sold
within province

– 26 of 162 WTO disputes have been “National”
National”
treatment discussions

– Reason at that time for CFISIG to develop
regulations & codes

03-048-dp
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Why national programs

•

Complexity of food laws in Canada

December 1994 – container returned from
another jurisdiction

– Next time – don’
don’t send any more products
– Committee – main livestock organizations

involved
– Developed provincial HACCPHACCP-based program
– Lessons

•

In March 1995, there were more than 77 Acts
regulating the production, processing and
retailing of food in Canada

•

Food legislation is in:

– Three federal departments
– Seven different provincial or territorial
departments

> What we do affects other provinces
> Need Canadian program/not provincial
> Not feasible with current technology to do end

– Municipal byby-laws

•
•

point laboratory analysis – costs, time

> Liability for loss, e.g. containers returned
> Producers – paper work; will they be paid?
03-048-dp
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No forum at senior government levels *
Ministers need to talk to cabinet colleagues in
their jurisdiction

03-048-dp
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Legislation enforcement is a complex
multi-jurisdictional system in Canada

Complexity of meat inspection requirements
Licensing
Inspection
Inspection
Required for
Slaughter Processing Slaughter Processing Meat Retail Sale
Nfld.
M
M
V
V
N
Nova Scotia
M
M
M
M
Y
New Brunswick
M
M
V
V
N
P.E.I.
M
M
M**
M
Y
Quebec
M
M
M*
M
Y
Ontario
M
M
M*
M
Y
Y
Manitoba
M
M
M
M
N
Saskatchewan
M
M
V
V
Y
Alberta
M
M
M
M
N
B.C.
M
V
M
V

Province

M = Mandatory

Y = Yes

V = Voluntary

N = No

* = No inspection is required for farm gate sales, custom slaughter,
slaughter, etc.
** = Carcass (cold) inspection only
03-048-dp
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CFISIG approach
1.
Amending process in

2. a)

place.

Core
Regulatory Base

3.

- Non regulatory power

Dairy
Regulations

Meat and
Poultry
Regulations

Food Retail
Establishment
Regulation

National
Dairy Code

National
Meat &
Poultry Code

Food Retail
Establishment
Code

- General
- Health &
Safety

- General
- Health &
Safety

- General
- Health &
Safety

- Tell you how to interpret
the regulations

03-048-dp

Section 1 - Common Legislative Base*
Section 2 - Core Regulation and Code
Section 3 - Potential Sector Specific Regulations and Codes

•Dairy*,**
•Meat, Poultry and Fish*,**
•Food Retail and Foodservices*
•Fruit and Vegetable and their

13
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Voluntary HACCP recognition of
industry programs

Legislation - National

•

•Alcoholic Beverages
•Cacao Products
•Food Colours
•Spices, Dressing and

products
Seasonings
•Egg and Egg Products
•Flavouring Preparation
•Honey and Honey Products
•Salt
•Maple Products
•Sweetening Agents
•Fats and Oils
•Vinegar
•Prepackage Water and Ice
•Food for Special Dietary Use
•Beverages, including tea & coffee •Infant Foods, Formula
•Baking Powder
•LowLow-Acid Packaged in
Hermetically Sealed Containers
•Grain and Bakery Products
•Horticulture
•Bottled Water
* Amending formula.
** Equivalency document under development.

Sector Regulations

2. b)

Codes

•
•
•

Common
Legislative Base

Development of regulations and codes

•

– Moving to nationally developed technical
documents

> Development committees

Food Safety Enhancement Program (FSEP)
– Developed for federally registered processing plants

–
–

» 1/3 industry
» 1/3 provinces
» 1/3 federal

– Dairy: Meat and Poultry: Retail: Water
– Technical approved nationally
– Up to province to implement
– No time frame for implementation of regulations

•

(e.g. meat) implementing HACCP systems.
CFIA manages the recognition system.
CFIA looking at making FSEP mandatory for federal
meat plants.

OnOn-Farm Food Safety Recognition

–
–

Developed for the recognition of national onon-farm
HACCPHACCP-based programs.
CFIA lead with provincial participation.

and codes

03-048-dp
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Voluntary HACCP recognition of
industry programs

•

Issues at end of CFISIG era

•

PostPost-Farm Recognition Program

– Process under development by CFISIG.
– Recognition process will be for:

•

1) federally nonnon-registered processing plants
implementing HACCP systems, and
2) HACCPHACCP-based programs relating to food sectors
beyond the farm.

•

– The recognition system will allow for recognition
of programs by third parties with government
oversight.

•
•
03-048-dp
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Legislation and some regulations and codes developed
– Need system to develop them – resources & funding
limited
– Need system to implement - governance
Legislation - CLB
– Different drafting strategies

> Outcome vs. perscriptive approaches
> Quebec – Napoleonic Law
> Discuss while developing vs. closed shop

Governance
– Political and technical
– Two papers produced – no consensus
Harmonization – Blueprint, APF
Equivalency – Dairy Regulation onon-farm vs. Meat and
Poultry Regulation and Code
18
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APF - food safety

Issues at end of CFISIG era

• Imports
– How to address level playing field with domestic
production

Environment

– Over 50% of recalls

• Sharing Information
– Government to government
– Industry to government
• “Recognized CFIA OnOn-Farm Food Safety Programs”
Programs” –
•

•

will they be accepted by international trading
partners?
Standards
– Set too high
– Eliminate small business in rural areas which has
proved to be unacceptable

•Customers are seeking assurances
about the safety of their food

Renewal

•Additional onon-farm action is needed to
address concerns of consumers and
emerging market demands
•Also represents a significant risk to the
income of farmers

Safety Nets

Science

Unfinished core regulations, regulations and
codes

03-048-dp

Food Safety
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…. We were asked to design a fully integrated
program

Canadian Food Safety and Quality Program

Original
elements

Commodity/
Sector Strategy

Industry System
Development

Fostering
National
Approaches

APF - three related components

Producer
Incentive
Program

System
Development

Training
Materials

$62M Systems
(food safety, food quality, traceability)

Management/
Audit systems

Producer/establishment

Implementation

Gov’t
Recognition

$80M On-Farm Implementation

$45.5M Fostering National Approaches - BC, AB,ON, NS

Integrated
program
On-Farm/Off-Farm
Food Safety systems

Food Quality
systems

Traceability
systems

03-048-dp
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CANADIAN FOOD SAFETY AND QUALITY PROGRAM
Components

22

Industry/government collaboration process
Past
a) Committee membership
b) Consultation with national organizations
c) Draft programs submitted to provincial
organizations
d) Discussion papers – re. legislation
Future
How can government and industry work better
together to advance collaboration?
03-048-dp
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Towards National Food Safety
Training Programs for Industry

Outline
Food safety education:
Why is it important
How it supports the regulatory framework
Why are we moving towards national uniformity

Food Retail/Foodservice Regulations and Code:

Industry-Government Forum
May 18, 2004
Presented by:

Origin & food safety education requirements

Barriers to achieving national uniformity
Moving towards national uniformity

Joyce Reynolds, Canadian Restaurant and
Foodservices Association
Kevin McLeod, Alberta Health and Wellness

2

1

Regulatory Approach

Importance of food safety education

Traditional Regulatory Paradigm for Environmental Health

Overall objective: to enhance food safety
for the consumer
Enhances the regulatory system

Regulatory Practices

Limitations

•

•

Inspection:
Routine or announced
Identifies level of compliance to regulatory
requirements
Compliance:
Established by agreement, resolution or
cooperation
Re-Inspection – Monitoring:
Applied based upon prioritization
Establishes corrections
Enforcement:
Informal hearings
Permit suspensions and restrictions
Orders
Laying of Informations (charges)

•

Fosters preventative measures rather than
infraction avoidance
Maximizes use of resources

•

Enhances international trade and market
competition

•

•
•
•

Inspection:
Poor relationship building
Reactive to problems - prescriptive
based standards – not outcomes
Compliance:
Inconsistent, grudgingly accepted, and
poor rate of return
Re-Inspection – Monitoring:
Optional – inspectors discretion
Fosters the “cat - mouse” compliance
Enforcement:
Costly and timely for all
Limits the perceived role of PHIs
Contradicts the fundamental objectives
of Public Health Legislation

3
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Educational Approach

Regulatory process

Inspection
Enforcement

Participatory – educational Paradigm for Environmental Health

Compliance

The Education Process

Benefits

•

•

Needs and Capacity Assessment:
Targeted and efficient use of resources
Enhanced opportunity for success

•

Program Planning:
Clarifies the direction of effort
Involves all stakeholders in
productive and meaningful ways

•

Re-inspection

•

•

5

Needs and Capacity Assessment:
Establishes Priorities
Identifies improvements (needs) and
achievements (capacities)
Focuses on collaborative responsibilities
Program Planning:
Identifies goals and objectives
Selects instructional strategies
Adjusts and Adopts policies
Decides resource allocation
Program Implementation:
Joint effort of service providers and
regulatory practitioner
Inclusion of broad spectrum of options –
training/education; information resources
Evaluation:
Based upon regulatory compliance in
terms of outcomes
Focuses on positive behaviour
Serves as the new cycle for needs
assessment and capacity building

more

•

Program Implementation:
Mutually supportive collaboration
Comprehensive and coordinated efforts

•

Evaluation:
Increases likely hood of positive change
Takes environmental health practice
beyond the limitations of regulations

6
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Educational hierarchy

Educational process
Needs Capacity
and Assessment

Educational objective:

Program

To move those being regulated into a mode of selfinspection and compliance

Planning

Literature dissemination
wide-spread; minimal learning value; passive

One on one consultation
informal; carried out with enforcement; individual interaction
that requires interpersonal skills

Implementation

Evaluation

7

Educational hierarchy
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Hierarchy of instructional strategies

Group consultation
Regulatory approach

Can be informal and still driven by regulatory compliance

Educational approach

In-service training
Proactive and better coordinated between business and
regulatory environment

Self - Inspection and
Compliance Reflex
Self Inspection
and
Compliance
Reflex
Self Study
In-service Training
Group Consultation
One on one Consultation
Literature Dissemination
Enforcement

Self study
denotes commitment towards self inspection and compliance

Self inspection and compliance
the practice of internalizing knowledge and putting it into
practice - “compliance reflex”

Self Study
In-service Training
Group Consultation
One on one
Consultation
Literature
Dissemination
Enforcement

Outcome
Process
Structure

9

Towards national uniformity
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Food Retail and Food Service
Regulations and Code

Blueprint for the Canadian Food Inspection
System – Goals:

Model regulations requirements for food
premises operators:

High quality, safe food supply
Harmonize standards
Cost-effective inspection system
Enhanced access to markets by Canadian
food producers
Risk-based inspection system
Protection from economic fraud

•

•

To hold a certificate re successful completion of a
food handler training program recognized by the
regulatory authority
To ensure that, while he/she is absent, at least one
employee present holds such a certificate

Model Code lists expected learning outcomes for
managers/supervisors and food handlers
11
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Barriers to achieving national
uniformity

Impact of barriers on industry
Choice of program is a challenge for
operators in multiple jurisdictions
Individual operators and employees faced
with retraining when moving to another
jurisdiction
Not all jurisdictions able to audit industrydeveloped training programs

Differences in P/T requirements:
Mandatory vs voluntary training
In some P/Ts: Optional training/mandatory
government examination
In some P/Ts: Additional non-food safety
requirements built into the training
Variations in choice of preferred instructors
Assessment of learning outcomes specified in
Code
13

Moving towards national uniformity
FPT Committee on Food Safety Policy

14

Sub-committee on Food Retail/Foodservice
Food Safety Education
Formed in January 2004
Represented by:

Discussed potential solutions with CRFA and
CCGD
Agreed to form stakeholder sub-committee to
develop a national standard for food safety
education in Food Retail/Food service sector

FPTCFSP members or their representatives
Industry (CRFA/CCGD)
Academia (BCIT)
Program providers (Train-Can)
Professionals involved in food safety
education (CIPHI)
15

Sub-committee’s objectives
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Anticipated outcomes

Develop a national standard for the accreditation
of food safety educational programs

Nationally recognized and creditable
programs that meet the Food Retail
Foodservice Regulation and Code
objectives for food safety

Seek amendment of the FRFSRC to recognize
accreditation based on national standard
Select accreditation organization to evaluate
programs against the national standard

More consistent food safety for consumers

17
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Conclusion
This initiative:
will benefit operators, regulators and
consumers
may serve as a model that could benefit other
sectors of the food continuum
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